Targeting: Precision and the Production of Ethics

War necessarily involves destruction. The development of precision-guided munitions seems to have made it possible to produce intended damage with increasing efficiency and to reduce ‘collateral’ damage. This has given rise to the expectation that fighting with such weapons reduces the extent of destruction and, crucially, that it is therefore becoming increasingly possible to protect non-combatants during war. This article examines this idea by exploring in some detail what is meant by ‘precision’ and asking in how far this actually entails protection for non-combatants. The article shows how praise for precision not only produces Western warfare as ethical but also both relies upon and reproduces a particular kind of ethics, based on the notion of non-combatant protection. The conclusion draws together the implications of the faith in precision for how we think about war and challenges the underlying assumption that more precision is better.
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War necessarily involves destruction. Buildings are blown up, essential infrastructure is destroyed, lives are ended. Some of this damage is very much intended: the destruction of a designated target is, after all, a success in military terms. Other damage, or so we are told, is accidental, or rather – in the phrase that causes so much offence - ‘collateral’. It is therefore fortunate that developments in weapon technology appear to have made it possible to produce the first kind of damage with increasing efficiency and to reduce the second kind of damage. Put differently, ‘smart’ bombs or precision-guided munitions (PGMs) seem to enable Western militaries to reliably hit ever smaller targets. This has given rise to the expectation that fighting with such weapons reduces the extent of destruction and, crucially, that it is therefore becoming increasingly possible to protect non-combatants during war. ‘Smart’ bombs, in other words, enjoy a positive reputation and they do so not least because of their alleged ability to reduce the level of unintended non-combatant casualties.

This seems to be an appealing development. If, using our technological ingenuity, we can reduce the destructive effects of warfare - reduce them to the kind of destruction that is an efficient part of warfare in that it delivers the war’s objectives - then war is no longer quite the hell it was once seen as. It has therefore been suggested that the increase in precision has ethical significance. Nicholas J. Wheeler claims that the development of precision weapons has ‘ameliorated the awful moral choices that faced American and British decision-makers during World War II’ (Wheeler, 2002: 216). Ward Thomas similarly argues that evolving technology since the Second World War has made it ‘easier to be good’ (Thomas, 2001: 172) whilst Theo Farrell represents precision bombing as a ‘humane’ means of warfare (Farrell, 2005: 161). Such claims are significant not least because, according to Christopher Coker, ‘Western societies can now only fight wars which minimise human suffering’, including on the side of the enemy (Coker, 2001: 2). That is, war is acceptable only if it is seen as ethical in the sense of causing a very limited amount of death and suffering.
Yet, despite the compelling story of increasing precision and the related reduction in civilian casualties, it might not be as simple as that. This article examines the idea that precision bombing has made war more ethical. The argument proceeds in four stages. First it traces claims that increasing precision in aerial warfare complemented by greater efforts to avoid collateral damage through targeting processes has made warfare more acceptable in an ethical sense. Second the article examines what is meant by ‘precision’; precision is not merely a technical feature of high-tech weaponry but involves wider targeting practices. Destroying a target ‘with precision’ involves not only the technological capacity to hit the designated aimpoint; it also involves the ability to identify the target and determine its location in the first place. Third the article asks in how far ‘precision’ actually entails protection for non-combatants. Finally the article shows how the praise for precision not only produces Western warfare as ethical but also both relies upon and reproduces a particular kind of ethics, based on the idea of non-combatant protection. The point of this examination is not to argue the reverse of the claims that are being examined, namely that war has become less ethical due to precision bombing; nor does it defend an alternative ethics. Rather what is at issue here is to make apparent some of the problems with the implicit assumptions as well as at times explicit claims about the benign effects of precision bombing. The conclusion notes the implications of this argument for how we think about war as arguably the idea of high-tech weapons enabling ethical war has the scope to make possible a problematic moral – and indeed political – rehabilitation of warfare.

**In Praise of Precision**

The 1991 Gulf War made advances in weapon technology visible to the public. According to Thomas W. Smith (2002: 363), the ‘war’s branded image’ was ‘the video-arcade footage of a laser-guided missile entering the chimney of an Iraqi Air Force building and flattening the place.’ It is hard not to be in awe at the sheer technical sophistication that was required to
achieve this. Unsurprisingly, the pervasive imagery of such technological accomplishments raised expectations regarding the precision of bombing in contemporary war. Michael Ignatieff (2000: 92) claims that since the moment ‘when reporters saw cruise missiles “turning left at the traffic lights” to strike the bunkers of the Iraqi regime, the Western public has come to think of war like laser surgery.’ In other words, the Gulf War – or rather its visualisation on Western television screens – suggested that Western militaries are increasingly in control of the devastation caused in war.

More precisely, it seems to have become possible to destroy specific targets. This is impressive not least compared to the early days of aerial bombing when, given the crudeness of the technology used for navigation and weapon delivery, cities were bombed because they were big enough to be hit. As Thomas (2001: 105) explains, in the First World War targets were ‘chosen to maximize the chances of hitting something of value, and this meant dropping bombs on cities.’ The available technology did not permit the precision required to hit other, smaller targets - such as specific parts of the enemy’s infrastructure - that might have had more military significance and the destruction of which might have made a greater contribution to the overall outcome of the war.

The Second World War brought home the implications of this imperfect bombing technology. Cities - on all sides of the conflict and located in different theatres of war – became battlefields or, perhaps more accurately, sites of destruction. In the case of German cities the devastation has often, despite its scale, been represented not as the result of deliberate targeting of residential areas in order to affect German morale but as a side-effect of the insufficiently precise bombing of factories and other ‘strategic’ targets nearby.³ The technology used to deliver the bombs was so imprecise that it appears impossible to establish – retrospectively, based on what was hit - what the targets were of the sustained bombing
campaign against Germany. Mission performance was, Mike Davis (2002: 73) notes, ‘measured simply by urban acreage destroyed’ and Germany’s industrial capacity – if that was the intended target – was not successfully reduced (Garrett, 1993: 161-2).

That cities became battlefields was, of course, not new. Laying siege to cities, for example, is one of the oldest techniques of warfare (Graham, 2004: 166). Nevertheless, cities and those who lived in them had become more exposed; for aircraft could go far behind enemy lines. The combination of the possibility of delivering bombs from the air with the crudeness of targeting technologies led to large-scale destruction. Cities were targeted because it was possible to do so and, crucially, because more militarily significant targets could not be hit reliably. What was targeted was in part a consequence of the available technology.¹

In his *Ethics of Destruction* Thomas relates technological progress to the question of normative constraint. More specifically, he examines what he calls the ‘bombing norm’ - that is, the norm against bombing civilians - and its strength or weakness over time. According to the conventional view, in the Second World War the ‘death of the norm was sealed by technological limitations that left belligerents with little choice but to hit the largest and most accessible targets available: enemy civilians’ (Thomas, 2001: 89). Put differently, because bombs were available but not sufficiently precise they were used in indiscriminate ways and enemy civilians were, as a result, not protected. Thus, in Thomas’s account, aerial warfare in the Second World War was marked by an ethical failure which was directly related to the state of technology.

Thomas’s aim is, however, to show that the bombing norm has been revived since. He suggests that the view that legitimate warfare had to avoid large numbers of civilian casualties became increasingly widespread and underlines this with claims about the improved care
taken to avoid non-combatant casualties in the Korean and Vietnam Wars. In the latter, a complex ‘target list review process’ involving military commanders and civilians was introduced (Thomas, 2001: 151-5). This development continued in the post-Cold War period. Thomas (2001: 158) draws attention to the coalition air campaign ‘joint no-fire target list’ in the 1991 Gulf War, which excluded numerous potential targets, for example because they were considered to be culturally or religiously sensitive. Targets were reviewed in order to identify whether there were any schools, hospitals or mosques within a six mile radius.

Planning with respect to such targets was to involve ‘extreme care’ and Thomas claims that where the probability of collateral damage – that is, ‘[u]nintentional or incidental injury or damage to persons or objects that would not be lawful military targets in the circumstances ruling at the time’ (Department of Defense 2007) - was assessed as too high they were not attacked. Other measures were also taken to protect civilians, such as selecting particular times, axes of attack and types of weaponry which were believed to reduce the likely number of casualties (Thomas, 2001: 158).

Thus, improvements in technology - both in navigation and in weapon delivery - have made it increasingly possible to destroy particular, militarily relevant targets with increasing precision. Put differently, technology increasingly provided the opportunity to better protect non-combatants. The upshot of Thomas’s account of the history of aerial bombing is that this possibility was embraced: the available technology was deployed in a manner that maximised non-combatant protection. Wheeler makes similar claims about the 1999 NATO operation in relation to Kosovo. He suggests that ‘compared to past conflicts, Kosovo was a very clean war in terms of the deaths of non-combatants’ (2004: 197). After the operation, US Secretary of Defense William S. Cohen and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Henry H. Shelton claimed that it had been ‘the most precise and lowest-collateral damage air campaign in history’.

This was, Wheeler argues, because of two factors: the close involvement of
military lawyers in the targeting process and, crucially, the use of precision-guided munitions (PGMs) which had increased to 35 per cent from 8 per cent in the 1991 Gulf War. He claims that ‘the unprecedented accuracy of these weapons significantly reduced collateral damage’ (2004: 197).

According to these accounts, there has been not just a change in technology, but one in approach (see also Kahl, 2007: 14). Avoiding ‘collateral damage’ has become more central to the target selection and review process, with increasing involvement not only of senior military commanders but also of military lawyers and civilians. Thomas (2001: 170) claims that ‘attitudes concerning the appropriate conduct of war have changed.’ These changes, which are in tune with a zeitgeist that requires the reduction of human risk (Coker, 2001), have arguably been made easier by the technological improvements in weapon precision. For technological progress appears to make it possible to achieve what is ethically desired – non-combatant protection – without compromising military effectiveness. Martin L. Cook (2004: 34) notes that the development of smart weapons has allowed the US military to return to greater compliance with international law: ‘The moral need to do so […] was part of the reason; but so, of course, was the fact that munitions that hit what they are aimed at with consistency and regularity are more militarily effective.’ The attractiveness of precision-guided weapons lies therefore not least in apparently making less pronounced the trade-off between achieving military aims and endangering non-combatants. According to Wheeler (2002: 210), the ‘development of precision-guided weapons in the last decade has opened up new possibilities for reducing the risks of civilian casualties without sacrificing military effectiveness’, thereby making less stark the difficult moral choices decision-makers have to make in warfare (Wheeler, 2002: 216).
Technological change has not only enabled a more serious focus on collateral damage avoidance; it may be seen to have demanded it. For once precision is possible, it becomes politically imperative (Shaw, 2005: 35). Levels of collateral damage that may have been acceptable in the past, no longer are when high-tech weapons are available. Andrew J. Bacevich (1996) points out that ‘[a]s precision increases, so do expectations, constantly “raising the bar” of acceptable performance.’ Technology and the change in attitudes that requires greater non-combatant protection thus go hand in hand. In Thomas’s words (2001: 172), technology has ‘created pressure to be good by removing a possible excuse for being bad.’ This seems to be a thoroughly positive development and indeed a happy coincidence. It is good to be able to protect non-combatants (whilst still fighting wars) and sophisticated technology not only makes it possible to do just that; its existence arguably exerts pressure to improve civilians’ protection. In Farrell’s view, we are even witnessing a fortuitous coming together of technology and morality, as enshrined in international law.  

For the most part, Western militaries do go to considerable lengths to avoid causing collateral damage even though the inadvertent killing of civilians is permitted under international law. In part, this is a happy marriage of hardware and software; that is to say, Western technological prowess and Western-derived norms of international law (Farrell, 2005: 179).

This view is seductive. Much like the appeal of driving a car that consumes less fuel in order to ‘protect the environment’ instead of changing behaviour and cutting down on journeys by car, high-technology weapons seem to offer a technical fix for an ethico-political predicament. We don’t much like the idea of killing people, and these weapons seem to allow us to have wars whilst still doing our bit with respect to the protection of non-combatants.
The notion that technological progress may help us to be more ethical is not only appealing; it is also, on the surface, persuasive. After all, more precision is better. Or is it?

**Precision in Practice**

In the story about the improving precision of weaponry, the military appears increasingly in control of the devastation it causes. At the same time, claims made about the West’s recent military operations underline the measures taken to avoid civilian casualties. The United States allegedly relies more and more on legal advice (Wheeler, 2002: 211; Kahl, 2007: 16-18 and 40-1). More broadly, US Department of Defense spokesperson Victoria Clarke claimed that in Operation Enduring Freedom US forces ‘take great care in [their] targeting process to avoid civilian casualties.’ In a briefing on ‘Targeting and Collateral Damage’ in Iraq, US Central Command outlined the processes in place to ensure that collateral damage would be limited. The briefing started with quotations by President George W. Bush, such as: ‘We will try in every way we can to spare innocent life. The people of Iraq are not enemies’ (US Central Command, 2003: slide 2). Whilst the briefing acknowledged that ‘[c]ollateral damage and unintended casualties occur also as a result of weapon system malfunction, human error, and the fog of war’ (US Central Command, 2003: slide 3), it was designed to outline how US forces go about preventing such eventualities (see also Conetta, 2004: 18). The briefing underlined the legitimacy of strikes on, for example, dual-use facilities, but noted the aim of minimising non-combatant casualties, even where they might be permissible under international law. The gist of these claims is, then, that the US is making the most of the considerable precision of its weapons in order to ensure the protection of non-combatants.

‘Precision’ weapons are, however, inherently imprecise. A certain level of imprecision is indeed part of the definition of precision. As Carl Conetta (2004: 20) explains, the ‘precision of weapon delivery systems is typically expressed in terms of Circular Error Probable (CEP),
which is the radius of a circle centered on an aimpoint within which some percentage — usually 50 percent — of weapons fired at the aimpoint will fall.’ Thus, the precision claimed for a weapon is, even under test conditions, normally only achieved *every other time*. So, for example, if a weapon is said to have a CEP of 10 meters, then every other time it is fired in a test the weapon will land within a 10 meter radius of the designated target. In the other 50 per cent of cases, it will land *somewhere else*, more than 10 metres away from the target. These 50 per cent are ignored in determining the precision claimed for the weapon.

‘Precision-guided munitions’ (PGMs) involve a guidance system that allows for the weapon to be steered towards the target. Laser-guided and satellite-guided weapons are the most significant in contemporary warfare. Laser-guided systems rely on the target being marked or ‘painted’ by a target designator whereas satellite-guided systems rely on GPS (Global Positioning System). Laser-guided weapons require ‘a clear line of sight between the bomb’s laser seeker and the laser spot-beam designating the target, which is not possible under adverse weather conditions [rain, clouds, dust, etc]’ (GlobalSecurity.org, 2007b; Stone 2007: 139-40); GPS-guided weapons may be used in any weather conditions. Whilst both systems make these weapons far more precise than unguided bombs, GPS-guided weapons are less accurate than laser-guided weapons.

What concerns Conetta is the extent to which GPS-guided weapons remain inaccurate. In his report on Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan (2002), he highlights that the operation failed to set a new standard for precision in one important respect: the rate of civilians killed per bomb dropped. In fact, this rate was far higher in the Afghanistan conflict -- perhaps four times higher -- than in the 1999 Balkans war. In absolute terms, too, the civilian death toll in Afghanistan surpassed that incurred
by the 1999 NATO bombing campaign over Kosovo and Serbia; indeed, it may have been twice as high.

Conetta suggests that one of the factors contributing to this outcome, aside from the mission objectives and tactical and operational features of the campaign, were the weapons used and their technical characteristics. He points to the increasing use of the less accurate GPS-guided weapons as a problem:

Under test conditions, JDAMs [Joint Direct Attack Munitions] have been able to reliably achieve a Circular Error Probable (CEP) of approximately 10-13 meters -- meaning that fifty percent of the JDAMs dropped will hit within 32-42 feet of their programmed coordinates. By comparison, laser-guided bombs routinely achieve CEPs of 3-8 meters. Even a difference as small as an 8-meter versus a 10-meter CEP equates to being able to put 50 percent of expended weapons within a 2100 square foot circle versus being able to put them in a circle of 3300 square feet. Should an intended target sit among a cluster of buildings, the difference between these two circular areas is significant. And, of course, in either case 50 percent of the weapons fall outside the circles (Conetta 2002: section 3; see also GlobalSecurity.org 2007a).

Thus, GPS-guided weapons are significantly less precise than laser-guided weapons. It is important to consider what all this means when these weapons are being used to attack actual targets. In some contexts, such as desert warfare, a lack of precision may mean simply a wasteful expending of weapons; in urban contexts, and this has been relevant in recent operations such as the war in Iraq, it almost invariably means collateral damage, particularly non-combatant casualties. The margin of error of 10-13 metres is fairly imprecise in an urban area (see also Conetta, 2004: 24); adjacent buildings as well as publicly accessible spaces –
such as quite simply the street – will invariably be within the target area unless the size of the target itself exceeds the 13 metre radius and the two can be made to overlap completely. Crucially, half of the bombs that are fired are not even expected to land within that circle.

Moreover, the margin of error is often much greater. CEP normally already takes into account sources of error inherent to the systems. Beyond these, Conetta (2004: 23) notes four factors that may add to errors: intelligence errors; mechanical or electronic malfunctions; human error by pilots or ground controllers; and certain atmospheric conditions. The 13 metre radius is measured from the designated aimpoint. It does not, however, account for any potential discrepancy between the identified aimpoint and the location of the actual target. An example is useful to illustrate what is at stake. The GPS used to locate so-called leadership targets in Iraq was that of their satellite phones. That is, the phone was the target: no information was usually available on who was carrying it. But even assuming that the correct person was carrying the phone, the margin of error of these strikes was much larger than the CEP of the weapons employed suggests. The GPS information provided by the satellite phone system was only accurate within a radius of 100 metres (328 feet) (Human Rights Watch, 2003: 24). In other words, there was a 1 in 2 chance that the weapon would land within 10-13 metres of the target coordinates used, but the location of the satellite phone was not actually known with anything like that level of accuracy: it could have been anywhere inside a circle with a radius of 100 meters. Thus, despite the accuracy of the weapon, there was no way of telling whether the phone would be hit, much less whether the actual target – the Iraqi leader – would be (Human Rights Watch, 2003: 25).

Many of the spectacular ‘mistakes’ in recent wars have indeed not been due to weapon failure but – or so it was claimed – to intelligence failure. In the 1991 Gulf War the Al Firdos bunker was bombed and destroyed because it had been identified as an Iraqi command-and-
control centre. However, it had also served as a shelter for civilians, and over two hundred were killed. This was seen as a public relations disaster, even though those ordering the destruction had been unaware of the civilians’ presence (Thomas, 2001: 87-9). The infamous bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade was a result not of weapon imprecision but of faulty information gleaned from outdated maps. J. Marshall Beier (2006: 267; see also Conetta, 2004: 23) points out that ‘although the bombs fell squarely on the building at which they were “aimed,” that building turned out not to be the FDSP [the Yugoslav Federal Directorate for Supply and Procurement] but the Chinese embassy.’ In Afghanistan, finally, warlords apparently called in strikes on their rivals, identifying them as Taliban; there is evidence that ‘rival factions deliberately provided false intelligence to the US in order to bring down air strikes against their enemies’ (Wheeler, 2002: 214; see also Owens, 2003: 611 and Conetta, 2002: section 6). Inaccurate information clearly poses a problem as a bomb taking out the wrong target with precision is not the desired result. Correct targeting information is of course vital for the successful operation of any weapon, but there may be particular issues resulting from the great distances from which PGMs may be used.

Thus, when Colin McInnes (2002: 81) claims that ‘[p]recision guidance coupled to high-quality intelligence gathering enables individual buildings or even sections of buildings to be targeted with high confidence’, we need to be mindful that ‘high confidence’ is far from a guarantee of success. Despite the spectacular imagery of precision-guided weapons zooming in on the correct target, their use does not automatically mean either that the target is hit or that there will be no collateral damage. Even smart weapons are inherently imprecise. They may also malfunction. Nor do they take the human – and therefore human fallibility – out of the equation. Human input remains significant not least because the weapon has to be instructed as to its target. Information is needed about what, or rather where, the target is. However precise the weapon may be, non-combatant protection will only ever be at best as
good as the information used by those operating it. Non-combatants may, of course, also be killed when everything works exactly as planned: civilian casualties may be incidental, rather than accidental, and this is, under certain conditions, perfectly legal (Department of Defense, 2007).

**Precision and Protection**

Bombing has undoubtedly become vastly more precise. During the Second World War, the CEP of bombs would have been around 1,000 metres, whereas today it is more in the region of 10 metres. This means that the area at risk around the target has been reduced by a factor of 10,000 (Stone, 2007: 140). Moreover, even critics acknowledge that increasing attention is paid to the issue of collateral damage. Martin Shaw (2005: 15) admits that ‘although there was much hyperbole’, bombing in the 2003 Iraq War ‘was more discriminating than in earlier campaigns.’ Farrell (2005: 179) observes a convergence of norms of international law with precision military technology that has permitted Western militaries to ‘limit civilian deaths during combat because they have unprecedented capability to create discriminate destruction.’ Precision, in this view, is a good thing: it reduces the number of civilian deaths in combat. This seems to mean that a fortunate coming together of legal and ethical considerations with technological capability has delivered us from the hell of warfare.

Yet on a closer look matters appear less clear cut. ‘Precision’ in terms of effectively hitting the target is not the same as ‘precision’ in terms of not hitting anything else. In relation to the 2003 war in Iraq, Shaw (2005: 110) observes that ‘[f]ew doubted that bombing was very precise by historical standards, but the huge quantities of explosives inevitably caused many civilian deaths.’ Part of the problem is, crudely put, that ‘smart’ bombs are also often large bombs (see Kahl, 2007: 22). And large bombs cause a lot of damage: ‘most guided weapons in the 500- to 2000-pound range are sufficiently powerful to routinely cause
some degree of collateral damage’ (Conetta, 2004: 24). This is because ‘[m]ost everything will be severely damaged, injured, destroyed, or killed within 20 meters of a 500-pound bomb blast and 35 meters of a 2000 lb. blast’ (Conetta 2004: 25).

The distance from such blasts at which one would be safe is difficult to determine. The question of the ‘safe distance’ is different from that of the potential imprecision of the weapon captured in CEP. It is a complex issue involving the need to know the environment within which the bomb explodes: are there, for example, structures within the radius of the blast that might absorb some of its power? Where possible, computer simulations are employed to give a realistic assessment of the likely blast pattern (Graham, 2003). Traditionally, though, the military has used the notion of concentric circles around the point of impact in determining the safe distance, both for its own troops and non-combatants (David, 2001). When computer simulations are not available, rough notions of safe distances are still used. For 500 and 2,000 pound bombs these are typically set at about 500 and 1,000 metres respectively for unprotected troops (Conetta, 2004: 25). Thus, these weapons may well hit within a range of 10-13 meters of their aimpoint, but that does not mean that someone standing 14 metres away will be ‘safe’. They would still be within the ‘lethal radius’ and they would certainly not be at the ‘safe distance’ set by the military for its own troops. In other words, the ability to destroy precise targets with efficiency and from a great distance does not equate to the ability not to destroy, or even protect, the surrounding area. The danger zone is much larger than the margin of error indicated by CEP.

This is particularly pertinent in the context of the ‘precision gap’ noted earlier between laser-guided weapons and the now increasingly employed satellite-guided weapons. From a military point of view imprecision means inefficiency. It means not only a wasteful expenditure of weapons but also necessitates putting troops in harm’s way more frequently.
There is, however, one obvious way to counter the effect of a bomb landing, potentially at least, at a greater distance from the designated target and that is to increase the destructive force of the bomb, its ‘lethal radius’. As Conetta (2004: 25) notes, ‘the terminal effects of big bombs serve to close the precision gap; they compensate for the lesser precision offered by GPS guidance.’ Crucially, if the ‘precision gap’ between laser-guided and GPS-guided munitions has been addressed in the way in which Conetta alleges - by increasing the weapons’ explosive force, then increased precision in terms of taking out the target is being achieved at the expense of precision in terms of not hitting anything else. In other words, the limits of precision indicated by CEP and noted in critical analysis by Wheeler, for example, are one thing. The destructive potential of such weapons is quite another. Conetta reminds us that the ‘brute destructive power of these weapons is not ancillary to the recent success of precision attack, but central to it’ (Conetta, 2004: 25). Not least as a result of that, ‘there is an obvious difference between hitting one’s intended target and not causing unintended casualties in the process’ (Conetta, 2004: 19). This is crucial: the question of whether the designated target is successfully destroyed is not identical with the question of whether unintended casualties are caused.

Collateral damage is a problem in political terms and this issue is increasingly considered to be relevant to the success of military operations. McInnes (2002: 90; see also Farrell, 2005: 179) claims that ‘the precision available to modern airpower allows collateral damage to be minimized and even casualties to the enemy’s armed forces to be reduced. Such care is often seen as vital in ensuring domestic and international support for a campaign.’ Non-combatant deaths are the most emotive aspect of collateral damage and their reduction through the stunning improvements in precision are crucial to claims about increasingly humane and ethical high-tech warfare. Because of increased precision fewer bombs are needed to take out a target and these are likely to fall very close to it. As a result, ‘the level of
collateral damage associated with any given attack will be very low by historical standards’ (Stone, 2001: 140). For example, whilst the number of deaths caused by the bombing of German cities during the Second World War was in the region of 300,000 to 600,000, the total number of civilians killed directly by the West in the Kosovo operation was about 500 (Shaw, 2005: 10).

Yet such comparisons are fraught with difficulty. If the argument is that PGMs reduce the level of non-combatant casualties one may legitimately ask what the comparative standard is. Is this a reduction per war, or per bomb, or per pound of TNT or perhaps per time period? What precisely does it mean to say that collateral damage is lower in current wars than it has been hitherto? Whilst various precise statistical analyses are available, those who make claims about improved non-combatant protection unfortunately often remain vague about the comparative standard. It is not the purpose of the argument here to provide such a standard, but rather to point out that the comparative claims about casualty levels would need one, yet usually fail to provide it, and for good reason: it is not at all simple to determine what would constitute comparability in this context. Two issues that raise difficult questions for such comparisons are, firstly, whether the availability of PGMs enables practices that increase rather than decrease collateral damage in particular contexts and, secondly, which deaths should be counted in any comparison.

The discussion about the low collateral damage caused by ‘smart’ bombs sometimes seems to implicitly assume that the same targets are now being struck more effectively. Crudely put, where in the Second World War it was necessary to strike at cities as such, it is now possible to strike at particular military targets within cities, avoiding the kind of damage done to residential areas in the world war. What this way of looking at the issue does not seem to consider is that this new technology is also used to strike at different targets – or
rather structures and indeed people that would not previously have been considered targets for aerial warfare - and what the consequences are of doing so. In other words, it is important to note that the capabilities of ‘smart bombs’ have made it possible to take on targets that would previously have been considered impossible to bomb from the air. This may increase the likelihood of collateral damage. Put differently, technological advances may lead to an increasing – or at least different - exposure of civilians, as did the possibility of aerial warfare in the first place.

Leaders hiding in residential areas, for example, have become targets for aerial warfare. It is possible to strike small targets from a distance and real-time information on the leaders’ location is at times available. Ariel Colonomos argues that such ‘targeted killings’ fit within a wider discourse about the reduction of ‘unnecessary suffering’ (Colonomos, 2007). Put differently, such killings are framed ethically. They are about reducing non-combatants’ deaths. Yet, according to Conetta, targeting leadership figures hiding in residential areas through the use of PGMs contributed to a higher rate of casualties in Afghanistan (2002: sections 2 and 6). Similarly, in Iraq, ‘[m]any of the civilian casualties from the air war occurred during U.S. attacks targeting senior Iraqi leaders’ (Human Rights Watch, 2003: 20). This was not merely because residential areas are populated, but also because these targets were so-called ‘emerging targets’ or ‘targets of opportunity’ (see Weber, 2005). They had to be struck quickly, if they were to be struck at all, and apparently ‘CENTCOM did not perform adequate collateral damage estimates for all of the leadership strikes due to perceived time constraints’ (Human Rights Watch, 2003: 20). Moreover, ‘[r]apid engagement may also preclude air crews taking time to derive and input GPS coordinates or laser-designate a target -- thus compelling a trade of accuracy for time’ (Conetta, 2002: section 7). Thus, the faith in precision may encourage engaging targets in more problematic environments. These targets could have been taken out by different means, means that might have reduced the number of
non-combatant deaths. As Sebastian Kaempf (2006: chapter 5) shows in relation to Afghanistan, various reports have argued that a greater use of ground troops and special forces in particular could have reduced the risks for civilians. This makes assessing the impact of precision weapons on non-combatant casualty levels tricky. Smith (2002: 359) claims that ‘[a]erial bombardment of civilian centers is almost inevitable in modern warfare.’ This is not least because ‘hi-tech tactics have had striking success in minimizing casualties, actually heightening the appeal of aerial bombing’ (Smith, 2002: 361). Precision weapons may well cause fewer deaths per strike, but what does that mean if it is a strike that would not have been carried out in this way but for the smart bombs?

In Farrell’s assessment (2005: 183), ‘the US military could probably have done better’ in terms of avoiding civilian deaths in Afghanistan. A great deal of debate has anyway been generated around the question of just how high or low the actual number of civilian deaths caused by coalition troops has been in recent conflicts (Roberts et al., 2004: 1857-64; Conetta, 2004; Kahl, 2007: 11-13; Zehfuss, 2007). No official count of the civilian casualties caused by coalition forces in Afghanistan or Iraq is available. A number of groups have produced their own count, using various methodologies. Yet no agreement has been reached over the actual non-combatant death toll, leaving any argument about the reduction of such deaths due to precision bombing on insecure ground.

This brings us to the second problem in establishing that PGMs reduce non-combatant casualties, namely the problem of counting itself. Iraq Body Count and Conetta’s study ‘Wages of War’ are two well known attempts to provide casualty figures. As Shaw correctly points out, they pursue vastly different strategies. Whilst Iraq Body Count aims to make every death count, Conetta (2003: 3) argues that the precise figure is of little concern and that what is significant is a ballpark number. There are obvious practical difficulties
associated with counting deaths in war and these are addressed and resolved in different ways by different studies. Yet what is significant is not just how to count the deaths, but which deaths to count in the first place. The idea that precision bombing produces a low death toll has some merit if the count is limited to immediate violent deaths. But this limitation is worth questioning. Whilst we may spontaneously think that there is a large difference between the deliberate incineration of Dresden in 1945 and the ‘disabling’ of particular aspects of the infrastructure in Baghdad in 1991, the consequences in terms of non-combatant deaths are not so straightforwardly different if long-term deaths are considered. As Stephen Graham (2004: 167) points out, ‘strategies of deliberately attacking the systems and places that support civilian urban life have only become more sophisticated since the Second World War.’ A large number of civilians, about 100,000, are thought to have died as a result of the destruction of water purification and electricity plants in the 1991 Gulf War (Graham, 2004: 179; Downes 2008: 211, 226-7), a phenomenon which has been termed ‘bomb now, die later’.¹⁷

This issue may be further illustrated in relation to the more recent war in Iraq. Alexander B. Downes (2007: 234-6) elucidates and compares the methodology of Iraq Body Count, which is based on counting only deaths that can be verified by multiple news reports, and a study published in The Lancet, which is a cluster sample survey (Roberts et al., 2004). The former produces a reliable figure that is, however, necessarily an undercount. The latter, in contrast, estimates excess deaths as a result of the conflict through comparison with an estimated death rate prior to the hostilities. The figures arrived at are vastly different. Different things are counted. Whilst Iraq Body Count accounts for non-combatants deaths as a direct result of military action, The Lancet study is not limited to non-combatants and indeed to immediate military violence as cause of death. Neither, of course, assesses deaths caused by PGMs specifically. Yet the estimate arrived at by the Lancet study is important
because it is one thing to say that PGMs cause less collateral damage; it would be an entirely other to assert that they reduce the level of non-combatant deaths. It is crucial to keep in mind this difference because, even if Farrell is right to say ‘Western militaries can limit civilian deaths during combat’ (2005: 179, emphasis added), this does not necessarily mean that fewer civilians die of the effects of war. Collateral damage assessments take into account only immediate damage at the point of impact. Smith (2002: 361) notes that it is ‘striking’, how ‘civilian protection has been limited to immediate effects, not those that follow from infrastructural damage or from lingering results of war.’ Deaths caused later on by unexploded bomblets, for example, and, more importantly perhaps, the effects of the destruction of essential infrastructure are not taken into account, nor are deaths caused by the disintegration of the civil order precipitated by the impact of high-tech warfare. Yet precision bombing may be seen to lead to these longer term deaths, raising further doubts about the non-combatant protection – and levels of ethicality - allegedly made possible by precision bombing.

**Precision and the Production of Ethics**

Smart bombs make it possible to hit targets precisely. Ideally, this should make it possible to keep non-combatants increasingly out of harm’s way. The relatively low number of civilians killed directly by Western military action in recent operations indicates that this is working, at least to an extent. This has led a number of scholars to assert that precision weapons have in some way improved the ethicality or humaneness of warfare. Precision bombing indeed fits neatly with the idea that significance attaches to the protection of non-combatants. According to the just war tradition, for example, one of the key principles according to which the ethicality of conduct in war is assessed is non-combatant immunity or discrimination (Rengger, 2002: 358; Elshtain, 2003: 65), that is, the idea that civilians must not be targeted. This principle is not only central in much thinking about the ethics of war and indeed
enshrined in international law by the Geneva Conventions; it also has some intuitive appeal. It is worth noting, however, that there is debate both about whether (see Holmes, 1989: 185-6 and Norman, 1995: 159) and, if so, about precisely why, it is unjust or unethical to target civilians.

One of the explanations of why it is permissible to target combatants relies on the idea that they are engaged in the business of harming the soldiers doing the targeting, unlike civilians, who are not (Norman, 1995: 168; Walzer, 1992: 43). In other words, combatants may harm those who harm them - and those who may harm them are enemy combatants. If this is the case, then ethical problems arise from the very high-tech warfare that is being judged so favourably, however. In the context of the Kosovo operation Ignatieff (2000: 161) argued that what he calls the ‘tacit contract of combat throughout the ages has always assumed a basic equality of moral risk: kill or be killed’, but that in operations such as the NATO Kosovo campaign this did not hold because the combatants on one side were unable to hurt those on the other. NATO’s pilots were flying at an altitude where they could not be attacked with the sorts of weapons available to the military of the former Yugoslavia. In a similar vein, Walzer (2004, 101) argues that ‘You can’t kill unless you are prepared to die.’ When one side fights with PGMs, putting their combatants out of range of the other side’s combatants, this principle no longer applies. It is worth noting, perhaps, that historically fighting from a distance has been seen as unethical. There is certainly a risk, as James Der Derian notes, that in high-tech warfare ‘one learns how to kill but not to take responsibility for it’ (Der Derian, 2001: xvi). My point is, however, more limited: the use of weapons that put combatants out of their enemies’ range invalidates one of the most common arguments for the permissibility of targeting enemy combatants, namely that they are in the business of harming the combatants doing the targeting. It is, in other words, not clear why protecting non-combatants should be a priority if enemy combatants are equally unable to inflict harm.
Pursuing a different line of argument, some critics also suggest that non-combatant protection is in competition with, and loses out to, the so-called force protection imperative: when it comes to the crunch, instead of protecting non-combatants the US military in particular prefers to protect its own troops. This argument is again often made in relation to the Kosovo operation.\textsuperscript{19} Shaw (2005: 22; see also 86) claims that ‘NATO risked civilian lives through high-altitude targeting errors in order to keep its aircrews safe.’ It stands to reason that highly trained troops are valuable and that their protection is central to military practices. The state, moreover, may be seen to have a duty of care towards those who serve it. Yet the ‘nub of the matter’, in Shaw’s view (2005: 135), is that ‘the care taken for civilians was not only much less than the care taken for Western soldiers; it was undermined by a policy adopted to keep the latter safe.’ More generally, Shaw decries Western war as what he calls ‘risk-transfer war’, that is, a form of war that transfers risks not least from its own military personnel to non-combatants (2005: 94-95).

Put differently, Shaw’s charge is that the deciding ethical standard is force protection rather than non-combatant immunity and that the former actively undermines the latter. Kaempf (2006: chapter 5), however, points out that these arguments assert and assume that force protection meant greater dangers for non-combatants; they do not actually show that this is the case. It is not clear, for example, that flying lower in the Kosovo operation would have reduced the collateral damage incurred. As Kaempf (2006: 305) observes, where GPS-guided bombs are used, their accuracy would not have been affected by the aircraft’s altitude. In relation to the more recent Operation Enduring Freedom he argues, nevertheless, that non-combatant protection could have been improved, not least by making more use of special forces (Kaempf, 2006: chapter 5). Thus, non-combatant protection was not the central – or certainly not the only – ethical standard in play, despite the way in which precision is produced as central to the alleged ethicality of precision bombing.
Nevertheless, collateral damage avoidance is seen as increasingly important in political terms. Of course, even precision warfare (still) causes deaths and this is readily acknowledged. As Wheeler (2002: 207) notes, ‘it is impossible – even with the most advanced precision weapons – to avoid the unintentional killing of the innocent’. It would certainly be naïve to assume that either politicians and military leaders promoting the benefits of precision bombing or indeed scholars painting these developments in a positive light are not aware of the limits of precision. Some level of deaths in war is inevitable, and all sides acknowledge this. The point, for those who praise precision, is that we are getting better at avoiding them, that we do our best to avoid them. Precision bombing is as ethical as it gets for the moment.

Yet we have to be mindful of the assumptions and implications of such a claim. Shaw (2005: 1) notes wryly that of course Western political leaders and thinkers ‘do not intend to blow up civilians or non-combatants. That, if it happens, is by definition “accidental”.’ It is certainly how such deaths are presented to the public. This is also evident in Farrell’s observation (2005: 160) about Kosovo: ‘Mistakes were made, and NATO bombs did kill innocent civilians.’ Kahl (2007: 11) similarly notes that ‘[a]ccidents (both human and technological) will happen’. Given the ‘great care’ taken, such ‘accidents’ can only be marginal to the practice. Yet Wheeler (2002: 212) argues that construing non-combatant casualties simply as mistakes has problematic implications:

By framing the deaths of innocents as mistakes, the US sought to avoid the deeper moral and legal questions as to whether it was attacking legitimate military targets; whether such actions satisfied the proportionality rule; and whether its air and ground forces were placing themselves at sufficient risk in order to mitigate the horrors of war for innocent Afghans.
One might add further questions, not least about the appropriateness of marshalling the idea of ‘mistake’ or ‘accident’ to explain away deaths caused by dropping extremely powerful bombs on residential areas. There seem to be two issues here. Firstly, framing civilian deaths as mistakes may turn incidental killings into accidental deaths. Whilst even the former are legal under certain conditions, an ethical assessment may need to differentiate between deaths that are foreseen and accepted as an element of a perfectly executed strike and those that occur because things have not gone according to plan. Secondly, one may however ask whether even accidents of the latter sort are quite as accidental as they appear.

Patricia Owens offers a sophisticated critique of how the notion of accident has been deployed. Non-combatant deaths caused by Western militaries can only ever be ‘accidents’ because they do not target civilians. Owens (2003: 596) notes the problem that ‘[b]ecause specific non-combatant deaths were not wilfully intended as unique events, they should be classed as “accidents”; the United States and its allies cannot be held responsible (or even criticised).’ Owens (2003: 597) is concerned ‘that civilian deaths are made permissible, not impermissible, when constructed as “accidents”.’ In other words, she examines how civilian deaths are ‘legitimated’ through the notion of accident and raises the question of where this leaves us in terms of assigning responsibility (Owens, 2003: 600).

Owens does not dispute the West’s desire to avoid civilian casualties. Indeed, she acknowledges that ‘a strong case can be made that adherence to standards higher than international law is increasingly the norm’ (Owens, 2003: 606). Her aim is not to expose a tension between the standards claimed and actual targeting techniques, as do those who claim that force protection often overrules non-combatant protection. Rather what she is interested in is ‘to raise questions about the very idea that some acts are “beyond intention” and what that allows’ (Owens, 2003: 606). She points out that we ‘tend to view accidents as
destructive, as unthought, random, events that occur against our best intentions’ (Owens, 2003: 597, italics added). This is particularly problematic as civilian casualties, though unintended, are nevertheless often foreseeable (Kaempf, 2006: 303). If such casualties are knowingly accepted as part of a particular strike, we may argue that they are more properly seen as incidental, rather than accidental. But Owens significantly pushes the argument further and demonstrates the significance of acknowledging the extent to which even ‘real’ accidents are part of the practice itself. She suggests that a more profitable way of thinking through the issue would be for us to see ‘accidents as integral dimensions of events themselves’ (Owens, 2003: 597). That is, Owens dispenses with the distinction between accident and inherent imprecision (or indeed accident and foreseen incidental killings). In other words, in relation to what is being examined here, it is not possible to have precision bombing without collateral damage. If you choose to bomb, even with precision weapons, you always already choose to kill ‘innocents’. Indeterminacy is even built into the system because the ‘precision’ as expressed in CEP, for example, is only ever expected to be reached every other time. The killing of innocents is a structural possibility; it is not an aberration, something that happens when things go wrong.

As Beier (2006: 267, italics added) points out, there is ‘indeterminacy inherent in the use of precision-guided munitions (PGMs), even when the weapons themselves perform as intended.’ This is not something that our attention is drawn to. Misses that remain a part even of ‘precision’ warfare are edited out of the story. Unless they lead to a spectacular ‘mistake’ and ‘accidental’ deaths, they are completely disregarded: the 50 per cent of bombs that fall outside the radius of precision are not acknowledged in determining the precision of the weapon nor are they pursued. They simply vanish. From a military point of view, this focus on whether or not the target is hit – rather than on what else might be hit in the process – makes some sense. Whilst concern with collateral damage exists, a bomb that misses its
target is, above all, a failure. The point is not so much what it has destroyed instead, but that it has failed to destroy what it was meant to.21

Referring to Sankaran Krishna (1993), Beier notes, however, that bombs that miss their target still have ‘to “arrive” somewhere’ (2006: 271). So the point is not that they miss, or that we must focus more on the misses instead of the hits. The point rather is that every miss is also a hit. It just hits something or someone that was not meant to be destroyed. At this point in time the something or someone ‘accidentally’ destroyed tends to be outside the Western world (see Gregory, 2004, 2006) and this is arguably not without its own implications for an ethical assessment. Judith Butler (2004) has highlighted the way in which some deaths – those of Westerners – are counted very differently from others – those of non-Westerners.22 This disregard for some lives – the lives of the non-combatants who are supposedly increasingly protected – betrays an attitude that does not seem compatible with the asserted understandings of ethics. Bacevich (1996) points out, moreover, that to those outside the US ‘it may appear that Americans are asserting a double standard, denouncing as reprehensible the bomb placed in a parking garage (to which the United States may be particularly vulnerable), while deeming the disabling of an urban electrical grid by remote missile attack (which the United States is uniquely equipped to launch) to be altogether acceptable.’ More civilians are likely to be affected by the latter, and arguably many civilians indeed died as a result of the ‘disabling’ of infrastructure in the 1991 Gulf War.

So the claim that, due to precision bombing, contemporary Western warfare produces fewer non-combatant deaths is problematic, but what is at issue is rather the suggestion that the changes in warfare occasioned by the use of precision weapons have ethical significance. In determining the validity of such a view, we might need to assess current ‘performance’ not in comparison to earlier times or indeed to dumb bombs, but with respect to what would be
possible given the available technology. After all, ethics is not least about how we behave towards others. If claims are being made about the moral significance of precision bombing, we need to ask whether these weapons are being used in such a way as to limit the death toll as much as possible. More importantly, any such comparison might misconstrue the issue. Counting the dead raises fundamental issues. Shaw provides a good discussion of the problems associated with using statistics to critique war, although he does not engage with the significance of Iraq Body Count actually doing more than simply count (Zehfuss, 2007). There is, at any rate, a danger that accounting for the damage caused actually ends up justifying it. Counting the bodies in the pursuit of a critique of war not least seems to suggest that the level of non-combatant casualties is too high and therefore unacceptable, but this implicitly grants that there is a level that would be all right. Counting thus opens the door to the comparative argument that says that we are doing much better than in previous conflicts: we are on the right track, doing our best. Put differently, acknowledging the death toll of our contemporary wars is undoubtedly important, but it does raise the question of how much is too much. One may have doubts over how productive it is to enter a line of argument that, implicitly at least, involves us in setting a threshold of acceptability for the (civilian) death toll of wars. We may think that the question of the permissibility of wars is actually too important to be settled by arithmetic. In assessing our ethical performance, we might need to do more than count bodies.

Significantly, what is at stake in the claim that precision bombing is particularly ethical is not least the production of contemporary Western warfare as particularly ethical. Beier (2003: 420-1) notes that the Gulf War created a ‘broad social expectation that non-combatants should be preserved from harm even when it might be necessary to destroy legitimate military targets located in populated areas.’ Yet only few countries have the military capabilities necessary to live up to that expectation. In Beier’s (2003: 413) words, ‘the idea of reliably
accurate PGMs has affected the discursive base of what count in the popular imaginary as legitimate warfare practices, such that only the most technologically advanced militaries can manage any pretense to meeting the standard.’

Even if this standard could be met by using precision weapons, it has to be remembered that they only make up part of the arsenal even of Western militaries. As noted earlier, the 1991 Gulf War created the misleading impression that all Western warfare today is ‘precision’ warfare (Thomas, 2001: 160). Even though this war is often seen as symbolising the technological revolution in warfare, we saw earlier that the percentage of such weapons used was then only 8 per cent. The percentage of precision-guided weapons has since increased, but only in the most recent conflicts have they accounted for the majority of weapons expended. In Operation Enduring Freedom the percentage has risen to 60 per cent (Wheeler, 2002: 212; see also Human Rights Watch, 2003: 16 and Conetta, 2002: section 2). In Iraq nearly two thirds of the bombs dropped by the US and the UK were precision-guided munitions (Human Rights Watch, 2003: 16). Conetta, however, alleges that the increase in so-called precision-weapons has in part relied on redefining what qualifies for that label. He notes that ‘GPS-directed weapons are not routinely called “precision” weapons at all, but “accurate” or “near precision” ones’ (Conetta 2002: section 3). Indeed, Conetta argues that ‘precision’ used to be more precise: ‘just a few years ago military professionals would not have described most of the guided weapons used in the Iraq war as “precision” instruments, reserving this adjective instead for systems with a CEP of 3 meters or less’ (Conetta, 2004: 26).

It is anyway important to note the use of various types of more conventional weapons. Two points that have raised concern are the continuing significance and imprecision of artillery (see Conetta, 2003: 25; Wright, 2005: 152-3; Kahl, 2007: 20) and the use of cluster
bombs, which are, not least, liable to leave unexploded ordnance. Even though the delivery of cluster bombs ‘may be guided, they remain distinctly imprecise in the time dimension: five to 10 percent of their constituent bomblets fail to detonate, thus inadvertently (but predictably) becoming land mines that lie in wait for future victims’ (Conetta, 2004: 24; see also Shaw, 2005: 112 and Kaempf, 2006: 299-300). Despite this, the US Central Command briefing in Iraq noted earlier mentioned only ‘Precision Guided Weapons’, as though no other weaponry was being used. In sum, the attention given to smart bombs and their supposed capabilities may obscure aspects of contemporary warfare that remain imprecise and highly destructive.

The focus on precision weapons is crucial to the representation of Western warfare as ethical and superior. Farrell (2005: 161) describes precision bombing as ‘humane’ without offering any argument or qualification. Although he acknowledges that civilian targets were bombed by NATO in the Kosovo operation, he notes how slow and reluctant NATO was to do so (2005: 156-7 and 162) and crucially dismisses the implications of this move in one sentence: ‘In the context of a long and careful air campaign, such isolated desperate measures were excusable and excused’ (Farrell, 2005: 162). Farrell does not clarify quite why these measures were excusable. This successive inclusion of increasingly ‘more civilian targets’ to achieve the objectives of the campaign in Kosovo (Wheeler, 2004: 189) might in contrast be seen to raise doubts about whether such bombing is ethical or, at least, about whether the protection of non-combatants is really as central to military practices as is being claimed.

It certainly seems to be problematic to suggest, as Kahl (2007: 42, emphasis added) does, that the United States is increasingly relying on ‘expensive weapons systems designed to limit civilian casualties.’ It seems more likely that these weapons are designed to efficiently take out targets. And this is not without consequences. As John Stone points out, improvements
in accuracy have made war a more viable option, not least because ‘the application of IT to warfare is understood to be producing a technical fix to the problem of civilian casualties’ (2007: 134). Conetta (2003: 43) similarly notes the danger that the promise of new warfare capabilities may serve ‘as a rationale to wage more wars.’ He claims that ‘the notion that US precision attack capabilities make it possible to wage war with a minimum of civilian casualties has figured centrally in public consideration of America’s recent wars’ (Conetta, 2004: 15). Inasmuch as the idea that Western militaries are able to protect civilians is an illusion, this is deeply problematic. The fundamental concern therefore is what (faith in) precision enables. In precision warfare civilians’ deaths are regrettable accidents and, according to Owens (2003: 616), ‘describing civilian casualties as “accidents” forms an integral part of the project of justifying war.’

In discussing the illusion that people do not or should not get killed in contemporary wars, Coker (2001: 3) observes that ‘the Western world seems intent on re-marketing or revaluing’ war. Precision bombing is part of this trend. The danger of ‘precision’ bombing is therefore not least that it produces a particular kind of warfare as ethical and thereby legitimates and arguably even encourages war. This is problematic because of the issues raised about what precision actually amounts to, but also because it relies on a prior assumption about the ethicality of discriminate destruction and killing.

**Conclusion**

This article started out by observing the increasing precision of aerial bombing, but then proceeded to demonstrate the complexity of the question of the implications of these developments in terms of protecting non-combatants, let alone any notions of ethical warfare. Conetta (2004, 19) argues that ‘the two standards upon which expectations about the new warfare are based – weapon precision and care in targeting – *do not reflect actual casualty*
According to Conetta, particular targeting practices, especially those involving the use of GPS and targeting political leaders with precision bombs, have increased rather than decreased non-combatant casualties. Crucially, greater efficiency in hitting what you want to hit is not the same as being able not to hit what you do not want to hit. Conetta (2004, 28) therefore questions ‘any facile correlation of precision weapon use and minimum possible casualties’. In his words, ‘[m]ore of the one does not necessarily mean less of the other.’

Yet, despite the doubts over the precise impact of developments in weapon technology on casualty figures and about what may be counted and compared, one might still think that the name of the game is improving precision: if only we could bomb entirely precisely, war would be just fine. But would absolute precision, if it were possible, be the answer to the dilemmas posed by war? Both for Shaw and for Owens this is the wrong question: the point is that absolute precision is, precisely, impossible. Shaw (2005, 137) argues forcefully that it ‘is time to face the truth that war and civilian safety are not generally compatible’ and therefore to seek alternatives to war (Shaw, 2005: 141). Life always interferes. And whilst we strive for perfect precision, assuaging our consciences by reminding ourselves that we mean well and that we do our best, we continue to kill. Put differently, the production of us as ethical because we bomb precisely relies on a curious fusion of intent and outcome, a fantasy of control. Whilst the idea of an ethics based on non-combatant immunity relies on intention – the claim that ‘we’ don’t target civilians23 – and excuses non-combatant deaths by conceiving them as beyond intention, this blurs into the expectation of a particular outcome, a low death toll amongst non-combatants. Intent seems to translate almost directly into outcome – barring accidents – as we see ourselves as increasingly in control of the damage caused on the battlefield. Samuel Weber (2005: 18) points out that ‘whereas targeting tends to generalize momentary control of a situation qua opportunity and project it indefinitely upon
the future, it can wind up exposing itself all the more destructively to the unforeseen.’ In other words, inasmuch as targeting projects itself towards the future, we are dealing with the unforeseen, with that which we are unable to control. Discussions of targeting with their focus on what we intend to hit and on collateral damage estimates seem to obscure a crucial aspect of targeting: at some point the weapon will be out of control. It will be beyond our intentions, in the realm of the future. We tend not to focus on this. In the faith in the technological possibility of precise targeting intentionality comes to be fused somehow with the expectation of success. This illusion is challenged but not shattered by incidences of ‘collateral damage’ which are explained away as accidental, marginal, excusable.

The faith in precision bombing as making war more ethical seems curious in a number of respects. It seems to require an under-examination of the actual practicalities and implications of precision bombing and the ways in which ‘precision’ has been defined and redefined. Of course, it is apparent that ‘precision’ does not mean war without non-combatant casualties. Even if total precision was possible, civilians could still find themselves in the line of fire as they might be at the aimpoint, working at an electricity plant, for example. What is more significant, however, is the underlying assumption that increases in precision can only be a good thing, that they somehow make war more ethical. This is problematic if such increases encourage more war or riskier targeting strategies within war. More fundamentally, it also seems to me to reveal a worrying failure to engage the ethico-political issues at stake. Put bluntly, the idea that increased precision means increased ethicality implies, as far as I can see, that ethics is if we only kill whom we mean to kill. This is not the place to offer a full-blown critique of the idea of non-combatant immunity. But, without delving into the complex literature on this issue, it can be noted that the celebration of precision warfare as ethical appears to pass over crucial questions, indeed seems to treat them as already answered: Why is it right for us to kill whom we mean to kill? And what does it
mean to ‘mean to’ anyway? War necessarily involves killing and some believe politics necessarily involves war. But that does not mean that the problem of ethics can be reduced to justifying war and the killing within it. The idea that we do not ‘mean to’ kill those whom we know to be inevitably within range of the enormously destructive weapons we deploy ‘with precision’ can assuage our conscience only at the price of not acknowledging the difficulty of the ethico-political issues involved. The problem of ethics is precisely that of confronting a question that does not have the sort of appealing answer that resolving the dilemmas of warfare through the technical fix of high-tech weaponry would provide.
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Whether it is significant that collateral damage may be incidental rather than accidental raises complex questions that are addressed later on.

The issue is complicated. Conventional wisdom has it that the US pursued ‘countereconomy’ targeting whilst the UK was engaged in ‘countercity’ targeting, but strategies changed over time and were never that coherent. See Farrell, 2005: 115; Grayling, 2007: chapter 2; Garrett, 1993.

The complex relationship between technology and targeting strategy, and the particular role the idea of accuracy plays in this, has been examined in detail in relation to nuclear weapons. MacKenzie, 1990; see also Tsipis, 1985.


Farrell (2005: 135-6 and 163) argues that international (humanitarian) law constitutes moral codes.

The alleged Revolution in Military Affairs, of which high-tech weaponry is a part, depends on the availability of real-time information, the so-called ‘transparent battlefield’. See, for example, Bacevich, 1996; McInnes, 2002: chapter 6.

For an illustration of this point see the table in Herold, 2002: 630.

Sometimes what seems to be alleged is a reduction per war, but this raises precisely the question of how to compare. Of course there were fewer civilian casualties in the Kosovo operation than in the Second World War, but we are not told how precisely we are to compare a bombing campaign of less than four months with one of more than four years. See Farrell, 2005: 181-2.


Note the argument in the context of nuclear weapons that what can be targeted depends on accuracy. MacKenzie, 1990; Tsipis, 1985: 102.

See also Kaempf, 2006: 301-2; McInnes, 2002: 137-8.

On General Tommy Franks’s claim that ‘We don’t do body counts’ and its context see Shaw, 2005: 115.


Kaempf (2006, 117) notes that Greek warriors despised Persian archers and javelin throwers because they killed from a distance.

The force protection imperative was seen as central to the Kosovo operation. See Wheeler, 2004: 215.

McInnes also uses (2002: 67) the term ‘mistake’.

Note Tsipis’s definition (1985: 139) of the ‘accuracy’ of a nuclear weapon: ‘By “accurate” we mean a weapon that has a high probability of destroying its target.’
For an exploration and critique of Butler’s argument see Zehfuss (2009).

This claim is itself problematic, but that is not at issue here.

This is again parallel to the problem of nuclear weapon accuracy where a ‘counterforce’ targeting strategy prevailed even though it was doubtful that missiles were accurate enough to make this strategy work. See Cockburn and Cockburn, 1980 and the fascinating MacKenzie, 1990.

I attempt such a critique in Zehfuss, 2008; see also Zehfuss, 2007b.